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Author Kurt Singer,
Refugee From Nazis
To Speak Monday

•

Black Bear Quintet Meets
Bowdoin Saturday Night

Miss 1145 Will Be

Kurt Singer, journalist and authority on Scandinavian countries, will
speak on "Norway fights Hitler" at
.30 on Monday, Jan. 24, in the Little
Theatre.
Kurt Singer's exciting experiences
With President Hauck lending an
Dr. Marion D. Bradshaw, profes- official note to the occasion by throwary 29 in the Memorial Gyn.' from 8 Credit for students who leave college form an excellent background for his
talks. The Nazis have issued a war- sor of the philosophy of religion at ing out the first ball the Maine Black
to 12 p.m., the proceeds of which will for military service during the present rant for
high treason against him. He the Bangor Theological Seminary, Bears will open their home basketball
go to the Infantile Paralysis Fund. winter term is based upon the number is a veteran of the underground war
will speak on Protestant Christian- schedule at Memorial Gym this Satof weeks completed previous to their
Tickets and programs for the dance
against Hitler, and in his book Duel ity at the coming
Sunday evening urday night at 8:15, with a new and
withdrawal, the Registrar announced
,for the Northland he tells the history interfaith meeting
will go on sale Tuesday in the Bookin the MCA read- dangerous Bowdoin club as the oppotoday.
store and in addition each fraternity
l of the most tremendous war mankind ing room from 5-7 p.m.
sition.
Elective credit is granted as follows: has known—an unknown chapter of
and platoon will have a ticket repreThere will also be a preliminary conThese meetings are held every
Proportion of elective ; World War Number Two.
sentative. An important feature of the No.of weeks
test
on the program starting at 6:45.
Sunday
so
that students may become
credit
ball will be the announcement of the completed
I At the age of twenty-one, Kurt acquainted with not only
This will feature an AST outfit, probtheir
own
2
10%
of
registration
hrs.
winner of the contest to find Miss 1145.
i Singer put out one of the earliest Ger- religion but with the religions
20%
Id
of ably the South Hannibal Hamlin Hall
3
The dance will be formal, which
man underground newspapers. In others. Last week,
if
John Murphy, representative, playing a team of ci4
30%"
means that women will wear evening
Sweden, a few years later, he led the instructor in physics, led
an en- vilian students known as the "Civies."
5
42.5%
"
"
dresses and the men tuxedos, business
!Swedish Free Ossietsky campaign. He lightening discussion on Catholicism. Both are members of the Intramural
44
6
55%
suits, or uniforms. Corsages may be
I was also arrested and held a short
League. Admission to the games is
7
67.5% "
"
The fourth discussion in the series free and all
worn also.
time when Goering demanded that the
students, both soldier and
II
I
8
80%"
'Swedish government confiscate Sin- is planned for Jan. 30 when Dr. Har- civilian, are invited to attend. It is
Dorm and frat ticket representatives
If 9 or more weeks are completed
ry
0.
H.
Levine
of
Bangor
will
lead hoped that the AST band will be on
ger's biography of the Luftwaffe chief.
are: Balentine, Jinny Libby; North Es- the student receives full, regular,'In
July, 1940, Singer escaped from a forum on the Jewish faith.
hand to provide music.
tabrooke, Ruth Blaisdell; South Esta- course
t.'
Scandinavia to the United States,
brooke, Barbara Scribner; Colvin, It iscredi
Bowdoin, coached by the likable
understood, of course, that a where
he has 1 d
de a name as
Ruth Sailor; Elms, Shirley Sibley; student must be doing passing work in 'a
Neil Mahoney, has a really strong
journalist, contributing special arPhi Gam, Nat Bartholomaei ; Phi Kap, order to receive elective or full course
quintet this time. Unlike Polar Bear
Quotas
tides to leading newspapers.
Sam Collins; Phi Mu, Walter Brooks; credit.
squads of recent years the Brunswickthe platoon representatives will be anmen have a smooth attack with plenty
born
Example: If a student is taking 18 ;I Mr' Singer was
. bo
. .in Vienna in
nounced at formations.
.
e as iv in eight different
of fast and poised players. Leading
hours and remains 6 full weeks he will
the parade is the high-scoring Bill
The committee hopes to secure a receive 55% of 18 or 9.9 or 10 hours countries, and has published twelve
:books in various languages. One of
Sillsby who, so far, has rarely gone
Bancior orchestra for the ball.
of elective credit.
j these, a biography of Pastor Niemoller,
under the double figure mark. He is
How
the
latest
Selective Service Di- aided and abetted by two
; became a Swedish best-seller, and his
tall men,
;biography of Goering was published in rective may affect the University of John Magee and Tom Nevers, at cenMaine's
enrollment
of
civilian
men
was
England.
ter and guard respectively. Magee is
still a question here this week as Pres- a former John Bapst
High star from
ident Arthur A. Hauck and Dean Paul Bangor. Ray Clarke,
of Ellsworth,
Cloke of the college of technology is another
dangerous operator.
sought further details from national
The team is young but handles itself
officers on the announced quota plan. well. At this writing
it has beaten
CINCINNATI, OHIO (ACP). As of November, full-time
Information released by Selective the Naval Air Station of Brunswick
civilian students in 674 approved colleges and universities totaled
Service to date indicates that occupa- and the Boothbay Coast Guard club.
tional deferments in the 18-21 age Bowdoin has been stopped only by the
460,849 as against last year's 750,233; and grand totals of students,
group will be denied from now on, powerful Bates naval aggregation.
including part-time and summer session attendance, in 671 institu- Therese Dumais, a
sophomore in
tions were 746,831 in contrast to last year's 1,074,983, Dr. Raymond the college of arts and sciences, won with important exceptions. Ten thou- They will have seen action once more
Walters, president of the University of Cincinnati, announced in his the first prize of $30 with her speech sand chemistry, engineering, geology, before coming to Orono. Fort Wilgeophysics, and physics students will be liams of Portland u ill provide the optwenty-third annual survey of college attendance in America.
on "The Pursuit of Beauty," in the deferred as well as
medical, dental, vet- position.
Oak persuasive speech contest held erinary, and osteopathic
students and a
Sam Sezak, Pale Blue mentor, has
These losses, amounting to 38.6 per among the 25 largest in full-time ,Wednesday,
Jan. 12, in 6 South Stev- limited number of pre-medical
. pre- announced that the probable line-up
cent in full-time attendance and 30.5 in attendance are, in this diminishing orens. Doris Bell '45 speaking on dental, pre-veterinary, pre-osteopat
hic, which he will put on the floor will feagrand totals, would be much greater if der: University of Minnesota, 7,288; ;"White-Washing
Democracy," and and pre-theological students.
ture height more than speed. This, or
women had not flocked to colleges and New York University, 6,874; Ohio Robert
Krause '45 speaking on "The
All engineering students who will a lack of it, was one of Maine's trouuniversities in unusual numbers this State University, 6,445; University of , All-Importa
nt 4-F," won the second graduate on or before July 1
will be bles on the New England venture.
fall, he pointed out. In full-time enroll- Illinois, 6,159; University of Michigan,
, and third prizes of $20 and $5 respec- deferred until graduation.
(Continued on Page Five)
ments in representative types of insti- 6,031; Hunter College, 5,636; Univer- tively.
tutions, 67 per cent of civilian students sity of Texas, 5,548; University of
are women, practically two out of every Wisconsin, 5,264; Brooklyn College, Judges for the contest were Prof.
three.
5,167; College of the City of New 'Wallace H. Elliott, Howard P. LekYork, 5,164; Wayne University, 4,765; berg, and Prof. Wilmarth H. Starr.
MORE FROSII WOMEN
"In five broad fields—arts and sci- University of Washington, 4,090; I The John M. Oak scholarship, the
ences, engineering, commerce, agricul- Louisiana State University, 3,930; income from a fund of $1500, estabture and teachers college—there are Northwestern University, 3,772; Tem- lished in 1935 by the estate of Mr.
92,240 freshman women in representa- ple University, 3,763; University of , Oak, a graduate of the Class of 1873
tive institutions as compared with Pittsburgh, 3,716; Boston University,1 and a Trustee of the University from
Recent changes in Selective Service directives, announced by
86,234 in 1942, a gain of 6.5 per cent; 3,657; Syracuse University, 3,622; 1908 to 1915, for the advancement of Washington, are expected to have considerable
effect on those young
whereas there are only 48,609 fresh- University of Chicago, 3,504; Pennsyl- the art of public speaking in the Uni- men eligible for the Navy's V-5 and
SV-5
aviation
training program.
versity,
is awarded annually to those
man men in these fields as compared vania State College, 3,270; Cornell
The
two
groups
affected
are
those
under
upperclass
students
twenty-two
who
deliver
the
years of age
University,
3,168;
Indiana
University,
with 130,143 a year ago, a loss of 62.6
3,141; United States Naval Academy, best speeches of the persuasive type in with occupational deferments, and deferred students who are not on
per cent," he stated.
active duty or in the enlisted reserve.
a contest held for that purpose.
Dr. Walters' figures showed that 3,043.
In his analysis of full-time civilian
graduate schools, law schools, and
Young men in both categories, ac- armed services are to be fulfilled this
teachers colleges show decreases enrollment by geographical areas, Dr.
cording to the latest ruling, will have year, Selective Service officials are
whereas medical schools, with their Walters noted the smallest loss among
their deferment renewed only under un- placing increased emphasis on the encivilian and military students, report the 116 institutions of the South Atusual circumstances, leaving them listing of all available younger men as
lantic division (Delaware, Maryland,
an all-time high.
available for induction in the near fu- soon as possible. The Navy's V-5 and
ture. Taking note of this situation, SV-5 programs are specifically de"Considering soldier and sailor stu- District of Columbia, Virginia, West
dents aggregating approximately 300,- Virginia, North and South Carolina, Interviews were held last week by the Navy's First Naval District pro- signed to enroll large numbers of such
000 in the nation as a whole, these men Georgia and Florida), where the 63,685 representatives of National Advisory curement officials point out that a great young men w ho can qualify as fliers,
in uniform and the large attendance of students are 30.4 less than last year. Committee for Aeronautics for twenty- need and a great opportunity await and who now face the prospect of early
women serve to keep the United States The largest loss was among the 43 in- five seniors in engineering who will such men in Naval aviation. Seven- induction into some branch of the
full-time enrollment up to approxi- stitutions reporting in the six New graduate between now and September. teen-year-olds who have not passed armed services.
W. C. Nfalin of the Cleveland lab- their eighteenth birthday, are unmarmately the diminished level of 1942," England states (Maine, New HampFor those who previously have had
shire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode oratory and Donald Baals of the Lang- ried, are high school graduates, colhe said.
occupational
deferments in war indusIsland
and Connecticut), where the ley Field Laboratory in Virginia inter- lege students, or senior class students,
CALIFORNIA LARGEST
tries, Naval aviation offers a splendid
students
31,893
represent
a
drop
of
employment.
viewed
for
several
and who meet Navy requirements are opportunity
In civilian full-time totals, the Unito continue in highly techversity of California, with all branches, 45.6 per cent.
The jobs themselves are given by eligible for V-5 classification. Those nical work with an officer's
commisbetween
eighteen
and twenty-six are sion.
continues as the nation's largest, with
civil service appointment, but NACA
111()VIES
11,245 men and women, and Columbia
does the selecting. The students who eligible for Class SV-5.
Local Navy procurement officials re.ie• on Friday are chosen will receive the rating of
University, New York City, has There will be
Since additional drafting of older, iterate that V-5 quotas are large and
jumped from last year's sixth place to at 4:30 in 15 Coburn Hall spon- junior engineer in the Civil Service essential, or married men is the only that the need for qualified men
is imsecond with 9236 students. Others sored by WSGA.
at a salary of two thousand a year. alternative if the requirements of the mediate.

Academic Credits
Named At Formal
Vre may Dance that others may walk. Allowed Inductees
The University of Maine is sponsoring a President's Birthday Ball Janu- For Work Completed

Dr. M. J. Bradshaw
Interfaith Speaker

Civies vs. SI-1N
In Preliminary

Unknown As
Selective Service
Cuts Deferments

California Largest College
As National Enrollments Drop

Dumais '46, Bell '45,
Krause '45 Place In
Oak Prize Contest

Navy Announces Opportunities
For Students Not Deferred

Senior Engineers
Rave Interviews
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THE MAINE CAMPUS

College Girls DO Wear Hats;
Campus Crowns Pert, Puritan
By Val Jr.lnd Sr.

Dartr
Bring

Deputations Committee
Holds Services At Veazie
Five members of the MCA deputations committee conducted services at
the Veazie Congregational Church on
Sunday, Jan. 16, as guests of John
Webster, pastor.
Margaret Asker led the services, and
Dick Huntington and Thelma Folsom
were the speakers on the theme,
"Everybody a Missionary." Mary Ann
Young, soprano soloist, sang "We
Would Be Building," accompanied by
Bill Englerth at the piano. Dick Huntington played a trombone solo.
Miss Folsom presented some new
ideas of missions on the field, which
were stressed at the World Mission
and the Church Conference held in
Worcester, Ohio, recently. At this
conference, sponsored by the National
Intercollegiate Christian Conference
and other groups, Miss Folsom was
the representative of the Maine Christian Association and the State Baptist
Convention.

They snare the hair back from the
forehead
and frame the face in an ultra
Contrary to what many people think,
smart
manner.
They are the newest
college girls do wear hats. Mademoiselle and rogue have gone through contender for the campus queen's
many trying experiences to show that crown.
coeds are up to the minute in wearing DAISY'S DAFFY DODOS
covered-up heads. And now the colWhat is needed on this campus?
lege girl herself proves this fact. May- Daisy here offers the answer to all
be it's because the kind of hats coeds your problems—the campus carry-all
are wearing are the stick-on, stay-put cap. Designed somewhat on the printype that the young have always ciple of a chaplet, the carry-all is much
cheered.
more useful and original. On the top
Here in the wintry wilds of Maine there is a round flat piece of stiff felt
the ever present kerchief still holds to hold an ink bottle. (The ink bottle
down capricious curls. But extra cred- adds height and makes a round face
its go to the coeds who wear the new- appear longer.) There are flaps to
est international note, babushkas. hold and warm the ears; these flaps
These are smooth versions of the little are equipped with special pockets to
peasant cap so popular a few years hold extra change. At each side are
ago, regenerated and remodeled by a fastened tiny Maine pennants, looped
bit of bunny fur around the front and to hold pens, pencils, and anything else
gay Russian peasant motifs. Tied un- that will fit. For those girls who beder the chin, the babushkas anchor se- lieve in carrying books, pencils, and
curely, yet allow the coed to display paper for their Army friends there is
her shining locks.
a special place above the ear flaps to
DUTCH CAP HAS FUTURE
hold slide rules instead of feathers.
No treatise on the head and what
If anyone desires a copy of this
Rev. John S. Pendleton of Watergoes on it can omit the Dutch cap. Daisy original, she should write her
More evidence of our friendly relations name on a thousand dollar bill and ville will be the speaker at the MCA
with other countries, this winged vic- send it in care of Maine Campus. services held in the Little Theatre at
tory header has taken a definite place Daisy will fill the order at her earliest 10:45 this Sunday.
in the scheme of fashion do's. In wool convenience.
Rev. Mr. Pendleton is Executive
or velvet, in black or bright colors, it
Secretary of the United Baptist Conis right for teas, church, and other
Students at the University of New vention of Maine. Since his graduation
dress-up affairs or an occasional trip to Mexico during the fall semester hailed from Bates College and Andover Newthe movies. The Dutch cap on coeds from 42 states and foreign countries, ton Theological Seminary, he has
has a past, a present, and a future.
and those from out-of-state form 37.4 served pastorates in Farmington and
Juliet caps, not only the jeweled per cent of the total student body.
Bangor.
criss-cross type for evening wear, but
also the sleek, black hug-the-head kind
for afternoon are popular on college
campuses. An interpretation of the
OUR SPECIALTY—EXQUISITE DIAMONDS
Dutch cap without wings, the Juliet
cap is another fashion fact to which
BOYD and NOYES. Jewelers
tender-eared coeds should pay particular notice.
25 Hammond St.
Bangor, Me.
"Pert but puritan; sleek instead of
motto.
Those
wide
bright
silly" is the
ribbons which currently solve many a
problem about hair-dos for Maine girls
have graduated into a fashion for all
named chaplets. Originated by a promYOUII LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN HITS
inent designer, chaplets are wide bands
of sophisticated velvet, gaily embroidered wool, or smooth and simple fur.
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c&ACHERS OF JAPANESE
AND UNIIN COLLEGES
VERSITIES THROtHOUT
THE U.S. MET RECENTLY AT
THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHNOTES TAINTER HALL,MIDDLEBURY COLIGAN TO COMPARE
AND LEGE, WAS BUILT IN 1815 BY
METHODS
LATEST
ON
TECHNIQUES.
CITIZENS OF MIDDLEBURY, VT.,
EACH OF WHOM CONTRIBUTED
HARDLUMBER, NAILS, GLASS,
WARE, CARTAGE AND LABOR
/SISy
ON A QUOTA BA

Rev. John S. Pendleton
Sunday Service Speaker

Si-1E Doos ft

1

WAA inter-dorm basketball games
have started with 75 girls taking part
in the three scheduled games last Friday night. Unusual enthusiasm is being shown and unknown stars, especially among the transfers, are appearing. This is the first year that interdormitory basketball games have been
attempted at the University. Girls of
the M Club aid ‘VAA in every way
possible and they are officiating at
games.
The scores of the games Friday:
Off Campus Women 18, North Estabrook 23; Elms 32, South Estabrooke
14; Colvin 10, Balentine Pretzels 29.
Referees were: Bunny Burnette,
Harriet Steinmetz, and Shirley Titcomb. Umpires: Betty Perkins, Betty
Rowe, Phyllis White. Timers: E.
Broadstreet, Hazel Nutt. Scorers:
Jennie Manson, Polly Berce.
• • * • *
The Elms has an unusually strong
combination team.

BANGOR

are

under

The WAA Health Program for the
second term is under way with individuals scoring points toward their
"M" goal. The inter-dorm health
competition is continuing with the score
cards being checked daily.
* * • * *
The WAA has recently received
word that it has been accepted for
membership into the Athletic Federation of College Women. This is a national organization and its purpose is
further athletic activities for college
women according to the highest and
soundest standards of sports and recreation.
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ARROW Shirts and ARROW Ties
Are Sold Exclusively in Bangor at

FREESE'S
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MEN'S SHOPS
A

Thurs., Fri., and Sat.
Jan. 20-21-22
"THE CROSS OF
LORRAINE"
Jean Pierre Aumont, Gene Kelly
Sir Cedric Hardwick, Richard
Whorf, Joseph Calleia and
Peter Lorre
Sun.. Mon., Tues., and Wed.
Jan. 23-24-25-26
Margaret O'Brien, sensational
child actress, in
"LOST ANGEL"
James Craig, Marsha Hunt,
and Keenan Wynn

BIJOU
Wed., Thurs., and Fri.
Jan. 19-20-21
"DESTINATION TOKYO"
with
Cary Grant and John Garfield
Sat.. Sun., Mon.. and Tups.
Jan. 22-23-21-25
"ALI BABA AND THE
FORTY THIEVES"
Maria Montez, Jon Hall, Andy
Devine, Turhan Bey, and
Fortunio Bonanovo

And to toj
have all ki:
Beautiful
earrings.
and irideso
let sets.

n

The Ri

5T RP lib

43 Main St.

ORONO
Wednesday & Thursday
Jan. 19 & 20
Double Feature
"GANGWAY FOR
TOMORROW"
with
Margo and Robert Ryan
Plus
"SUBMARINE BASE"
with
John Lite' and Alan Baxter
Friday & Saturday
Jan. 21 & 22
"GOVERNMENT GIRL"
Olivia DeHavilland and
Sonny Tufts

BANGOR
A'inter Carnival plans
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BANGOR and ORONO
& P Theatres

OPERA HOUSE

By Lala Jones

tillgiekt±"

§ENNY ©STERBMN,
ILLIAM WERSTLER,JR-, RODE GREAT
MICHIGAN END, WAS
COO
THAN
MORE
HORSEBACK
AN OFFICIAL ALL-AMERICAN /
MILES FROM HIS FATHER'S
RANCH AT WALDEN, COLORADO,/ THREE CONSECUTIVE YEARS/
TO IiE-UNIVEROTY jILLINOIS/

Sunday & Monday
Jan. 23 & 24
"THOUSANDS CHEER"
with
30 Stars, Mickey Rooney,
Judy Garland, Red Skelton, etc.
Tuesday, Jan. 25
•
"PARIS AFTER DARK"
with
George Sanders, Brenda
Marshall, Philip Dorn

Bijou and Opera House operate continuously from 1:30 to 11 o'clock.
Matinee Prices 304 to 5 o'clock
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REMEMBER JOE COLLEGE?
There've been some changes made since this guy
graced a grandstand—but Arrows are still top
favorites for shirts!
Arrow Shirts have the incomparable Arrow
collar which lies smooth and comfortably on your
neck, the Mitoga figure-fit construction, and the
Sanforized label guaranteeing fabric shrinkage
Jess than 1%. In khaki, white,and fancy.$2.24,up.
See your Arrow dealer today!

ARROW
SHIRTS • TIES • HANDKERCHIEFS • UNDERWEAR • SPORT SHIRTS
* BUY

WAR

BONDS

AND

STAMPS *
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THE MAINE CAMPUS

Dartmouth's Questionnaire
Brings Hopes For Ski Meet

WRY COL1815 BY
IZY, VT.,
TRIBUTE D
3S, HARDLABOR

s:ZBAAR

1•1D, WAS
V1E-RICAN!
'E YEARS.

BEAR FACTS

An announcement last week by Ted pooled and, if results are satisfactory,
Curtis, faculty manager of athletics, invitations to the carnival will be
has heightened the hope that the Uni- forthcoming.
The Dartmouth authorities also enversity of Maine will be able to engage
in some kind of skiing competition this closed a very generous offer. If it is
winter. Curtis stated that he had re- possible to send a squad to Hanover
ceived a questionnaire from Dartmouth then Dartmouth will shoulder all exCollege relative to the famed Winter penses, room and board for the duraCarnival held annually at Hanover. A tion of the stay. Only difficulties may
copy of the document has also been be those of transportation and the
sent to other schools in the New Eng- length of the trip.
land area.
For the most part "Big Green" officials were anxious to know just what
plans are for a ski team at Orono.
They asked what kind of material was
Dr. Clarence E.. Belvieu, head of the
on hand this year, and what could be
done with it. The questions also were department of physics, has returned
aimed at finding out what type of meet from New York where he attended
three days of meetings held jointly by
was desired—team or individual.
In the event that a meet is held at the American Physical Society and the
the carnival it is likely that the cross- American Association of Physics
country race will be eliminated this Teachers at Columbia University.
Prof. Bennett is a fellow of the
year. This will ease the strain on the
fewer number of contestants due to American Physical Society, and a
present conditions. The slalom, down- charter member of the American Ashill, and the jump will be run off as sociation of Physics Teachers.
I In addition to the regular papers of
usual.
Immediate replies to the questionnaire !scientific interest that were read, the
were requested so that, if a meet is AST and V-l2 programs were disheld, practice may begin right away. cussed, and there was considerable disThe answers of all the schools will be cussion of the questions pertaining to
the drafting of 18-22 year olds under
the new system.

Prof. Bennett Attends
Meeting Of Physicists

Charming Evening Purses
of all kinds. Some plain in
white, brown, and black. Others
trimmed with beads and brocades in plain black and silvered.
$4.00 up

Member Federal Reserve Bank

Young men and women will
always find this banking institution interested and helpful in their business progress.
Responsibility is reflected by
a checking account, which is
also a factor in establishing
credit and standing.

To go with your dinner gowns
we have all sorts of handkerchiefs in white linen, pretty
prints, swiss styles and some
with petty point embroidery.
35e - $2.00
.And to top off your outfit we
have all kinds of jewelry.
Beautiful rhinestone pins and
earrings. Fabulous sorts of rings
and iridescent bead and bracelet sets.

The
Merrill
Trust Company

The Rines Company
43

Main St.

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
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by Bob Krause

Now that the first phase ot It Is over it's time to
make a little survey of the Maine basketball campaign.
Just in case anybody hasn't heard the important details
they are these: The Pale Blue dropped all three of the
games. We lost to Connecticut 50 to 22, to Rhode Island
91 to 52, and to Northeastern 59 to 57 (broke my heart,
too). But, before strong men and stronger women begin
to sob, we hasten to explain that although we were
beaten, we were not, as the saying goes, disgraced—far
from it. In fact, your young men reversed the usual procedure in cases of this kind. They went away like lambs
and came back like lions. But let us leap into the discussion resulting from the southern safari.
NORTON ON THE MEND
The first question which comes to mind is that of the
Norton ankle. Contrary to the anti-ankle propaganda
which is clogging the air, Charley has not had his foot
amputated, and he's not lying on a hospital death-cot.
That he spent a good part of the trip in a bathtub (along
with 12 pounds of Epsom salts) is true, but now he's rarin'
to get at that Bowdoin Polar Bear this Saturday night.
The loss of the "Mouse," as he is affectionately known,
was a great blow to the team as we shall now prove.
Norton turned the ankle after seven minutes of the
Connecticut battle. He appeared no more. Next evening he played the sum total of one minute against Rhode
Island. Charley struggled through the entire Northeastern
fray on the final night. As he put it he spent most of the
contest on one foot, and he felt "pretty beat" when it was
all over.
The boys all agreed that the UConns were the best
by far of all three clubs. But, whether it's right or
wrong, we're looking for excuses. Soo—"Tote" Parsons,
who turned in such a magnificent job in Boston, missed
at least twenty shots against the Nutmeggers. Besides
this we lost Fred Niedenstein and Ray Cook on fouls
before the first half was over. Plus that, the Pale Blue
had an attack of the first game-first half jitters that
made them both pale and blue. As you can see, the bad
breaks were piling up like your income tax (March 15).
CALVERLY PLUGS TWENTY
Next day we butted up against the Rhode Island Ram.
The only trouble here was that the Ram had a horn in its
head by the name of Calverly. Despite the fact that
this gentleman only had his oar in the mess for possibly
three-fourths of the time he managed to shoot twenty
bullseyes. Furthermore let it be stated that, if they ever
start rationing the points too, Frank Keaney's men will
be the first to starve to death. Actually Maine scored a
moral triumph in holding the "bread line" boys under the
hundred mark. We insist, if the "Mouse" had been present, it would have been a different drama. But Ray Cook
No Women Wanted! A recent poll
at St. Mary's College revealed that the
men do not want coeds attending th,
school. The poll came as an answer
to the proposed change to make St.
Mary's a coeducational college.
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49 to HH Center's 45.
This week's games:
Jan. 22, 3:30—E. Oak vs. No. Hall;
Civies vs. HH South; 4:30—HH
North vs. Kappa Sigma; HH Center
The Intramural League continued vs. DTD.
slam-bang over its third week with all
16 teams providing their usual quota
of basketball. Three powerful AST
quintets have taken three out of three
You will find
contests to hold the league lead.
that
On Jan. 15, the Caissons were slowed
but not stopped, 51-34, by C. Oak
POPULAR
while Sigma Chi recovered its eye to
SHEET
MUSIC
take LCA 77-33. Later in the afternoon East Oak vanquished West Oak
at
57-31. No. Hall soundly trounced HH
North 120-41.
Sunday, SAE came through over
& VARIETY
Sigma Nu 37-31 as Theta Chi overpowered the Civies 64-18. The same
PLUMBING & HEATING
day HI! South battered DTD 87-31
and Kappa Sigma saved a close one, .1-37 MILL ST. ORONO, MAINE

AST FhleS Take
Intramural Lead
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stated the keynote of the affair N% hen he said: "I spent half
of the game on the floor on my knees trying to stop their
passes. (His knees looked it, too.) When the thing ended
I was flat on the court." Just the same, Parsons and he
got 14 markers each as Niedenstein got ten. Bob MacDonald did a creditable job in Norton's place. Hal Parady
and Curt McClellan also showed to advantage throughout.
But Calverly was the difference.
PARSONS PUTS ON EXHIBITION
The journey ended with Northeastern as the foe. The
last part of this encounter proved to be a wide awake
nightmare. Previous to the last forty horrible seconds
the score was deadlocked five times. The gym was in an
uproar as Norton, Niedenstein, and MacDonald missed
six straight shots from directly under the Terrier basket
in those few ghastly moments. But it was Parsons who
wrote a little history text all his own. In one of the most
amazing scoring exhibitions seen in many a moon "Tote"
made the nets dance with 27 points!! Boston papers all
agreed he had given one of the greatest performances
their writers had ever seen. But Niedenstein wasn't exactly sitting on his hands. Fred added 13 to the Maine total
and played such a good game that one gentleman was
heard to remark that a team of five Niedensteins would
really go places. To put it mildly the general opinion
seemed to be that, when the Terrier came to Orono, he
would leave with his tail between his legs.
* * * * * *
It was Coach Sam Sezak who summed up the true
results of the journey. He said that the club had gained
a tremendous amount of that well-known stuff—that's
right—EXPERIENCE. He was also very happy that this
year, unlike the returning 'cams of previous seasons, this
squad had plenty of fight left. They are anxious to get
going again, but very.
ECK ALLEN PRESENT
The crowds at all the contests were very good both
as to size and enthusiasm. There were also a surprising
number of Maine rooters in the stands—even if the Connecticut papers called the team "youngsters." Lt. "Ecic"
Allen, football coach on leave, was at the Rhode Island
battle.
We'll close this dissertation with a little inspirational
thought. It comes from Nicicy Johns, the regular guard.
NVe were told that the other teams thought that Maine
had a secret weapon when Nick flashed his behind-the-back
passing and general all-around ball handling. He spoke
for the whole group when he growled, banging his fists
together: "We'll beat 'em when they come up here!"
Well, if you'll just put in an appearance at Memorial
Gym this Saturday night you shall see what you want
to see—we predict!!
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We carry a complete line of high quality Uniforms

your
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and Equipment
-

Service caps, garrison caps, shirts, slacks, shoes

...from Idaho to Iceland
Have a "oh", says the American soldier in Iceland, and in three
words he has made a friend. It woika in Reykjavic as it does in
Rochester. Be sure you have Coca-Cold in your icebox at home.
'Round the globe, Coca-Cola stands for the pause that refreshes
—has become the ice-breaker between kindly-minded strangers.
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

THE COCA-COLA BOTTLING PLANTS, INC.
91 Franklin Street, Bangor, Maine
Tel. 4221

Metal and Embroidered Insignia, Chevrons, Rating Badges

I
"Coke":Coca-Cola
It's rotrttral for ot,rolsr Primes
to acqt,ire ftiendly abIncvio•
ThaCs why you km r
Ci'-ica-Cola called "Coke"

Serving the Mon in the Service
for more than fifteen years

M. L. French & Son Co.
110 Exchange St

Bangor, Maine
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POLITICAL SCENE

Th

13, Ethridge Burton Davis

Last Tuesday President Roosevelt needs, even though the situation will
delivered his third wartime message to continue "tight" through 1944. HowToo long now has this column raved
on about nothing, trying feverishly to Congress. In this official document ever, it has been pointed out that the
SAM COLLINS
Editor-in-Chief evoke something besides a choke (on there was set forth an Administration strike situation is now eased somewhat,
FRANCES HIGGINS
Associate Editor the part of the reader). This week's program, the most important features and that arousing labor's suspicions by
JOAN GREENWOOD
News Editor column will be concerned with deeper of which were the demand for a com- a compulsory work measure, will be
CHARLENE LOWE
Makeup Editor things; its contents are entirely grave. pulsory labor law, the renegotiation more likely to reduce our total output
BOB KRAUSE
Sports Editor Herein shall be told briefly and bio- of contracts, continuance of farm sub- rather than increase it. Labor bitterly
CONTRIBUTING ED1TORS—Ruth Higgins, Elbridge Davis, Ed Holland.
sidies, and a whole series of recom- resents the implications that it is unASSISTANT EDITORS—Barbara Allen, Norma Herzing, Jean Crawford, graphically the story of Gus the ghost. mendations for a staggering expan- patriotic. Persons who have been enGus's
escutcheon
good
as
was
as
Marie Haines.
sion of activities in the field of gov- gaged in war industries, and who have
STAFF MEMBERS—Loraine Davis, Mary-Jane Hoyt, Mary Elizabeth Mar- that of any other ghost—he came from
ble, Arlene Cleven, Valerie Parkin, Muriel Polley, Philip Russakoff, Frances a long line of ghosts—known affec- ernmental social action. The message had an opportunity to rub elbows with
Sayward, Betty Lehman, Doris Foran, Lala Jones, Warren Anderson.
tionately in family circles as "the received a mixed reception, but con- all kinds of defense workers, are unaniREPORTERS—Kathleen Bridges, aPtricia Hutto, Mariana McLaughlin, chain gang." Fortunately the skeleton gressional comment, on the whole, was mous in agreeing that the vast majority of them are not shirkers—they take
Cecelia Reynolds, Lois Ricker, Gladys Friedler.
in the closet had long since been done unfavorable.
The most controversial item in the pride in their accomplishments and the
away with.
RUTH HANSEN
Business Manager SHADY PAST RUMORED
program was the labor draft proposal large number of new production recBARBARA HIGGINS
Circulation and Ass't Business Manager
Gus's transparents themselves were which would give the selective service ords is irrefutable testimony of this.
MARY E. O'CONNOR
Advertising Manager fine upstanding spooks, although it was director the power to place all men LOCKING THE DOOR...
ELIZABETH FURBISH
Subscriptions Manager rumored
A widely held opinion also is that
that they had had a rather between 18 and 65, and all women
ASSISTANT MANAGERS—Jeanne Staples, Doris Emery, Jean Thompson. shady past.
between 18 and 50, with a few excep- President Roosevelt has now stepped
STAFF ASSISTANTS—Helen Herrick, Nancy Chase, Joan Potter, Jean
tions, in industrial plants and on farms forward to "lock the door after the
As a child, Gus had been sickly—he
Ross, Gay Weaver, Faye Jones, Virginia Merchant, Evelyn Young, Otis Dyer,
wherever they might be needed. Calls, horse has been stolen." Directly after
was
always
a
trifle
pale—so
that
he
Ruth Fickett, Lucy Williams, Jo-Ann Bouchard, Edith Merrill, Mildred
similar to those for regular draft Pearl Harbor a labor draft would
spent most of his time between the
Byronis, Nancy White, Esther Flagg, Virginia Libby.
quotas, would be made upon the local probably have been accepted without a
sheets. Most disturbing indeed were
boards, and persons would be employed murmur. But today, after voluntary
his frequent coffin attacks. But he
near their homes and would receive the measures have raised American proeventually overcame his minor physi- prevailing
wage or a wage equal to duction to its highest capacity in hiscal ills and grew into a very spirited
that which they received in their non- tory, the need for this type of governlittle feller. He was, incidentally, almental control seems outdated. Some
"We shall have to take direct responsibility for the type of polit- ways well behaved; he knew that his essential job.
damage has been done by unauthorized
ical and social structure that is established in Japan after her defeat," transparents would slab him down if WOULD DRAFT LABOR
The Administration has tackled the walk-outs but difficulties are being
declared Thomas A. Bisson, on the staff of the American consul of he wasn't.
task
of achieving its objectives by ironed out to a large extent.
Since he was such a good little
the Institute of Pacific Relations, in a lecture recently given at Ohio ghost, his transparents managed to dig bringing up the Austin-Wadsworth bill To state that the Administrationhim up a little dog who followed him which contains the labor draft features backed Austin-Wadsworth bill will be
Wesleyan University.
all around. Whenever Gus went favored by the President. This mea- defeated by a combination of RepubliHe said also: "The privilege of ruling people not her own must haunting, the little
pup sat up on his sure has been pending in Congress for cans, anti-Roosevelt Democrats, and
over a year, and although presented by pro-Labor members seems to be a safe
certainly be taken from Japan."
hauntches and haunted too.
two Republicans it is opposed by near- prediction. The American war effort
And: "The principle of the punishment of German and Italian TIIE MAINE SPIRIT
ly all of the GOP membership in both appears to be so tremendously effective
It had been Gus's life (such as it
Houses. Up until the Presidential en- now that the public feels it prefers to
war criminals should also be applied to the Japanese."
was)—long ambition to go to college—
dorsement of it Democrats had shown prosecute the war by a maximum of
If we crush the military power of Japan and strip her of her and after all, since he had been brought little enthusiasm. However, many of voluntary cooperative measures rather
up in Maine, why shouldn't he choose
stolen territory, she will rise again, just as Germany did, Bisson said. the
them have already fallen in line to sup- than surrender to a virtual dictatorU of M. He was almost heart"If we waive our responsibility and do nothing (more than broken when he heard about the Maine port what is now the party program. ship.
Labor has been very
in its
this), we may be sure the militarists and their God-Emperor will be spirit's existence, because he thought opposition to the bill. forthright
Both William
The University of Kansas has dedihe had that little job all lined up. At
right back at the old stand doing business again in short order."
any rate (not really at any rate, he had Green of the A. F. L. and Philip Mur- cated a n-sw $250,000 Military Science
ray of the CIO have denounced it as building (ACP)
To achieve a complete breakdown of the old order, "it will not to pay board and tuition, too) he en- totalitarian
in its approach to the probrolled in the college of agriculture—
be necessary to use our power in a way to outrage the Japanese, and because he had lived close to the soil. lem. The fact that it could act to curb
so create a festering desire for revenge. It will merely be necessary Gus never did get around to gradu- the right to strike has rubbed union
fur the wrong way as Labor is very
For That Photograph
to use it in a way to give full expression to the actual desires of ating. Too much night-life got the best jealous
of this privilege. But it is the
of him and left him what he is today
That
Looks Like You
Japan's hungry and oppressed masses. They will give us the leaders —just a mass of shattered light
waves. strike situation on which the President
GO TO
is
basing
his
plea
for
the
legislation.
that will be able to usher in the new democratic regime, if we know At present Gus, poor little lump of
THE
COYNE
STUDIO
LABOR
RESENTFUL
ether
that
he
is,
spends
most
of
his
what we are about and welcome and work with this new leadership
132 Main St.
Bangor, Me.
This is the only reasonable ground
time in the town cavern surrounded by
and eschew the old."
for it since the War Manpower Comhordes of Zombies.
mission has stated that we are now
Bisson pointed out, however, that "the free growth of rational
'over the hump" in our manpower
ideas among the Japanese people" will have no chance until we
By Norma Herzing

Bringing Up Japan • • •

first
"clip the wings of the Emperor and divorce him from the militarists."
He warned against over-optimism regarding an early collapse
of Japan. "The victory which begins to take on assured outlines
in Europe is still far off in the East," he said.
It is even impossible for China, England and America to push a
concerted drive against the Japanese from Chinese territory until
"the Kuomintang and Communist forces in China cooperate and
throw their full weight into the war against Japan."
—Associated Collegiate Press

That Others May Walk • • •
January 29 is merely one more Saturday on the 1944 calendar
for many people, but here on the campus it has added meaning. It
means the Saturday before payday; it means the end of eight weeks
of the semester; but most important, it means the night of the President's Birthday Ball. The first chance we have had in 1944 to decorate the Memorial Gym, to wear formal gowns, and to be a little
gayer than usual. Not only will we be enjoying ourselves, but we
will be providing future enjoyment for some crippled child. The
idea behind such a dance will be successful only if everyone who can
dance, or at least walk in rhythm, is in the gym.
Maine coeds really want to go to this dance; it will be the only
chance this winter to don a formal gown. Let's make it an ALLUniversity dance.
—Charlene Lowe

JOHN J. NISSEN BAKING CORP.
BLUE RIBBON BREAD
(Enriched with Vitamin B,)
DOUGHNUTS — CAKES — PASTRIES
45 Columbia Street
Bangor, Maine
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—TO MAINE MEN
IN THE SERVICE—
Pvt. John Johnstone is in OCC at
Quantico, Va., and Pvt. Richard W.
Henderson is at OCC in New River,
N. C. Also at New River is Pvt
Robert Olmsted. Stationed at Camp
Pinedale, Cal., is Cpl. David Anderson,
and at the Army Air Base in Richmond, Va., is Cpl. Armand W. Jalbert, Jr.
With the AAF Overseas is Pvt. Arthur G. Fox, Jr. Sgt. Torpedo Brautlecht is now in North Africa.
Noel Craum has been removed to
Solomons, Md., and Philip MacGown
to Fort Bragg, N. C. In Bethlehem,
Pa., is Pvt. J. P. Eugley. A/C Robert S. Ludwig, USNR is at Meriden,
N. H., and A. J. Keith F 2/c is at
the Naval Training School at Richmond, Va.
In the A STP at Lehigh University
are Pvt. Jemess P. Engley and Pvt.
Albert Barmby. Pvt. Don Collins is
at Fort Benning, Georgia.
Pvt. Dave Richards, now in New
Caledonia, writes, "I am now with the
Corps of Engineers stationed here in
New Caledonia for an indefinite time.
I am the company clerk for my outfit,
and in time expect to have a T/4 rating. Life down here is pleasant, but
not like that I know back in the States.
The French and New Caledonians arc
swell people and easy to get along
with if you speak their language.
Plenty of palm trees, coconuts, and the
rest that you see in a South See Island
travelogue."
Bert Pratt of Camp Wheeler, Ga.,
was on campus recently.
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CHINESE & AMERICAN
FOOD
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CLEANING AND PRESSING
Specializing in Ladies'
Gowns and Dresses
Mill St.
Orono

Largest East of Boston

114 Main St.

Developing and Printing
Come In To See Us

'DAKIN'S
shep Hurd '17

Bangor, Me.
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Maine's finer store
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OF BANGOR
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ASTP Section

Soldier Defends

Liberal Arts
Program In ASTP

One More Week To Enter
Your Choice For Miss ii45

By Pfc. Norman Tannenbaum

Keep those pictures coming!

No doubt many of us have asked
You have one more week to enter your choice for "Miss 1145."
ourselves why should a technical program such as the Basic ASTP course Girls from ten different states are already represented, and many
include in its curricula a good propor- more entries are expected.
Editor
PVT. DAVE JACOBS
tion of liberal art subjects? Those who
Art Editor
PVT. STAN BERENSTAIN
•
dislike subjects such as English, hisMr. Harold Bruce, manager of the
Circulation Manager
PVT. LLOYD WEATHERLY
tory, and geography would be justified
University Bookstore, announced toSTAFF—Dick Bork, Jim Barry, Ed Dickerman, Eric Hanson, Frank
in their belief that these subjects are
day that the Bookstore will present
Howe, Norman Mosher, Ted Pietrykowski, Norman Tannenbaum, Hal
entirely unnecessary and illogical in
to the winner a beautiful, heart-shaped
Levine, Joe Tillem, Denny Evans.
"pure" engineering program, and
locket with a University of Maine seal
should be dropped. It is felt that more
mounted on its face. Two runners-up
emphasis should be placed on technical
will receive University of Maine
engineering courses.
bracelets.
However, there are many of us who
By Pfc. Norm Mosher
Pictures of the winners will be pubare only too glad that these subjects
lished
two weeks from today in the
The
Army
watches
its
pet,
ASTP,
were included in this program. For it
is in these courses that we, the stu- with great vigilance. Our campus is Campus. The winners will be andents, are allowed to think for our- regularly paid surprise visits by itin- nounced a week from Saturday at the
President's Ball when Major Herbert
selves. It is here that we are permitted to question and ponder over mod- erant inspecting officers and educators S. Ingraham will present the prizes.
ern ideas. It is only in these courses who keep the AST wheels well-oiled.
By Hal Levine
that we have the privilege of accepHere are the rules and informaSix days before the attack on Pearl Harbor, Captain Philip A. ting or denying an instructor's viewtion about the contest:
point in accordance with our own theSheffield was called to active duty—duty which has already taken ories and concepts.
WHAT YOU HAVE TO DO:
him more than 5,000 miles from the United States.
ILLUMINATE FALLACIES
Place the wallet-size picture of
All of us must be quite aware of the
your girl in an envelope and
He entered the Army as a First
cultural value which enhances the proprint the following informaLieutenant and was assigned to Coast
gram by the inclusion of these subtion on the outside of the enArtillery Anti-Aircraft. After spendjects. A bare knowledge of American
velope:
ing three months at Fort Monroe, Virhistory and geography is essential to
Your name and rank
Fort
Eustis,
ginia, and two months at
any American student. The correct
Your home town
Virginia, he was ordered overseas.
usage of English grammar is a vital
Your campus address
His first assignment took him to the
prerequisite to any college course.
Your girl's name
Hawaiian Islands, after which he was
More important than the cultural valYour girl's home town
appointed Battery Commander in an
ue, is the feeling that these subjects are
(Envelopes will be available at
Army Task Force serving in the South
vital to our full and complete underthe bookstore.)
Pacific. He spent one year with the
standing of the war. Why and what
Put envelope in the box in the
task force, during which time he reare we fighting for? Look to history
bookstore.
ceived his promotion to Captain. For
and you can immediately perceive our
DEADLINE:
one year Capt,in Sheffield was workdemocratic traditions. Look to history
Friday, January 28, 6:00 p.m.
ing with an Anti-Aircraft unit in a
and you shall see that whenever these
PRIZES:
combat zone, where he was several
democratic traditions were threatened
To be announced.
times under et 2my bombing and shellAmerica has risen to the occasion.
RESTRICTIONS:
ing. Many of his personal experiences
Look to get.graphy and you will see
Pictures must be snap-shot size,
and stories of active combat in the GENTLEMEN.,.
the economic motives behind war—the
and preferably the one you carBut there is one inspector who isn't ry in your wallet.
Pacific must be withheld for the dura- He was transferred to the University exploitation of natural resources, the
of Maine in October, 1943. Although "have and the have-not" countries, and itinerant, but who is attached to our All pictures will be returned.
tion.
he was unacquainted with the AST the fallacy of the German "Liebens- unit. Her name is Princess, known
TOGS AND TUBES
affectionately as Stinki the Second,
Captain Sheffield, as he was relat- program when he returned to the raum" theory.
As is only natural in an engineering and her duty is to keep close tabs on
The judges will choose the girls
ing his life's experiences, commented states, he now feels that it is important
from the favorite wallet pictures subthat he was "just a country boy." His training, not only for the soldier's program, such as we are taking at the the men of C company.
home town is in Fulton, Mississippi, Army life, but also as a background University of Maine, the principal em- In addition to this, her extensive mitted by members of ASTU *1145.
phasis must be placed on those sciences knowledge of the area covered in the They will choose the girl they conand he attended Mississippi State Col- for his future civilian career.
When he was first appointed com- which will serve as the underlying Russian campaign is of invaluable aid sider to be the ideal sweetheart, wife,
lege. He majored in chemistry and
at the same time actively participated mander of Company A he addressed foundation for our engineering courses. to her good friend Lt. Miller in his daughter or sister of the AST man.
The judges are Colonel Ben Stafin college sports. He played varsity the soldiers as "gentlemen." That is But, it is a mistake to allow our way classes on current events. She stays
football for Mississippi State, and after the expression that can best describe of thinking to be so formalized and so so close to the headquarters of Com- ford, commandant, Miss Margaret Osgraduation he coached the Itawamba Captain Philip A. Sheffield—"a per- systematized that we can think of pany C that few members of our unit trander, associate secretary of the
High School eleven. In 1932 Captain fect gentleman." He not only com- nothing else but the cold, unemotional realize the vital part she plays in as- MCA, Mr. John Murphy of the
Sheffield graduated from college with mands the respect of every man in his language of science. To do that would suring a completely accurate estimate physics department, Mr. Percy F.
a diploma in hand and "gold bars" on company, but also the loyalty and ad- make us mere automatons—with no of her friends, the Russians, and their Crane, director of admissions, and Pvt.
miration of every man on the campus. way of expressing and elaborating any part in the war.
Stan Berenstain, Art Editor of the
his shoulders.
other ideas. Thus, the War DepartWhen questioned as to the signifi- AST section of the Campus.
ment has rightly seen fit to include cance of the red ribbon about her neck
The contest is sponsored by the Unithe idea that a student, even in an her melancholy reply was,
versity Bookstore and the Mouse
Army program, still possesses the "It's for Vladimir, my true love, Catspus.
By Pvt. Jim Barry right and the opportunity to think and who was brutally murdered by a
question for himself. It is only in the treacherous German rat. That is the
Mayhap some few of the only too few the neutral kads from the campus that liberal arts that the student may dis- reason I am giving my all for victory."
scrutinizers of this kolyum noted the are belligerently eager to volunteer for cuss, elucidate, and even more impor- "And what is your opinion of our
new label under which this lowly the right of judicial review. More po- tant, think for himself. For it is only food?"
scribe now labors—such a change, we tential competition reigns in the co-ed in these subjects that one is not con- "Very favorable. I am just comwish to note, was necessitated by the contingent—some of the lassies were fined to the narrowing limits of such pleting taste tests on today's fish dinindisputable and incontestable logic as ner."
The Masque presented the second in
or-else requests of advertisers, suball
for
sponsoring
a
Mr.
University
of
laid down in technical matters.
And as her contented purring fol- its series of short shows, "Women
scribers and the circulation dept.
Science is indeed necessary, but with- lowed us from the office, we knew that Warriors," featuring Patricia Hutto,
Maine contest. We humbly think it to
IN RIGIIT DIRECTION
out
the free and unhampered thinking headquarters would receive another Gwen Cushing, and Fred Wentworth,
horrible
thought.
be a
All things point to the goodlyness of
of the youth of this country, science favorable report from one of its best Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday in
TURN-ABOUT
the Pres. Birthday Ball to be held in
would be meaningless.
units.
the Little Theatre. Between acts, the
Memogym a week from this sateve. Functioning under the theory that
well-known AST "heptet" offered their
The first formal frolic of the winter anything worth mentioning is worth
original version of "You Are My Sunpresents the lads and lassies the op- remembering, especially when the menshine." Mrs. Alice Latham sang "The
portunity to donate and dance simul- tion has met with success .... The so- •
Man I Love" and "My Ideal."
taneously—for as is now known the cial committee is amenable to the deNext Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesproceeds will go to the national fund sired Turn-About dance as a result of
day the Masque will present another
for infantile paralysis—programs are many opinionated requests. The co-eds
one-act play.
to be distributed with the tickets so are pleased—the bashful boys are
that the sweethearts that like to switch pleased—February 12th mayhap.
dances prior to the occasion may have The point retires for the week muchtime a-plenty to do so.
ly in need of resharpening. P.S.—for
Subscription for the dance is but post script—& P.S. for plenty sharp—
(Continued from, Page Owe)
fifteen dimes and tickets may be pur- the suggestion put forth by the social
Sezak feels that his starting five will
chased from any of the front page committee, in the lite of the leap year
make up for this deficit. His reserve
mentioned slaves or at the portholes of traditions: coeds are urged to do some
problem is greatly simplified as he will
memogym the big nite.—To eliminate inviting for tile P.B.B. Such doings
have a full team consisting of Ray
the tragic possibility of the dancing would give the lassies an opportunity
Cook, Dick Ackley, Curt McClellan,
Don Juans arriving for the fair dam- to invite off campus "one and onlys"
Nick Johns, and Sam Stuart to go in
sels with naught but an empty cor- or the bashful boys on the campus who
at a moment's notice.
guns
to
invite."
know
any
sage box the committee has contacted "don't
The probable line-ups:
the local flower mart to prepare them
BOWDOIN
MAINE
SQUARE
DANCE
CLUB
for the seige.
Clarke
LF
Niedenstein
Sillsby
RF
Parsons
The roving Point is fixed like Cu- The Square Dance Club bill meet
Magee
MacDonald
pid's arrow on the "My girl is prettier this Saturday at 4:00 in the Alumni
46
-11
▪
4
Never,
I.G
..ith Miss Madeline Duffy of
Parady
than yours" contest for Miss 1145—
4it
Mt, 41,•
• .•
jib .04
King
pic410,
:
RG
"submitted
Orono
as
accompanist.
Miss
Duffy
..*.
1
4
.•
the
Norton
more heated than
•/*, .01/. 4tna •
(Act. Capt.)
tures" dept. is the competition amongst ha* her Own barn-dance orehesira.
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THE MAINE CAMPUS

National Contest
Opens As Elks Seek Campus Brevities .
Skis, toboggans, and ski scooters are
At a joint meeting Monday night in
available for girls any afternoon after the Little Theater,
'Valuable Student' 2:30
members of the five
and all through the week-end in

The Elks National Foundation the South Estabrooke locker room sororities were entertained by a style
show in which Jeanne Ross, Joanne
Trustees announce that five thousand provided:
dollars in scholarship awards will be
I. Equipment is signed out and Springer, and Kay Ward demonstrated
distributed at the 1944 Grand Lodge
the tye of clothes now being worn by
signed in on the same day.
Session in a nation-wide contest for
the
Maine co-ed. Everything from
2. Any damage to the equipment is
"Most Valuable Student" which is
snuggles
reported
to fur coats were in the colright
away
to the winter
open to students who are leaders in
sports manager, Ruth Hansen or lection presented. Following the show,
their respective schools and colleges.
to Miss Rogers.
Mrs. E. Reeve Hitchner of Orono
Any undergraduate student who is
a resident within the jurisdiction of 3. Equipment is put away neatly, in spoke to the group on "Sororities Today and Yesterday."
the proper place.
the Order may enter this contest. The
applicants will be judged by scholar- 4. Toboggans are not dragged on the
By Pvt. Lucifer
Talking on the theatre's place in
ship, citizenship, personality, leaderroad or behind cars.
Army life at the Little Theatre Sunship,
perseverance,
resourcefulne
ss,
Upon reading of the "Wallet Girl" oniteA, Lucifer dug into his
day, Herschel Bricker, director of the
patriotism, exceptional courage and
wallet to search for some pictures to drop off at the bookstore. I any notable action or distinguishin
Masque, suggested the need for moraleUP IN ARMS
g
building. Articles and stories sent back
did find some—very brown, very old, and quite unrecognizable. I accomplishment.
from the world's battle-fronts told of
I met a gruesome soldier
also found some photos taken on the Maine campus. These include The Foundation Trustees do not Somewhere
the miraculous effects of a show on
campus
ground;
on
shots of Jack Swanner, Jim Barry, Phil Robinson, Denny Evans, Jim furnish application blanks nor insist I said "Hi," but he passed right by,
the tired, war-wt-ary dogfaces.
upon any special form of application or
Mr. Bricker will hold another talk
•
presentation. Only students who need He didn't make a sound.
Dowis, and a certain well-known
on theatre affairs Sunday afternoon at
financial
assistance
and
have
schola
guess
thinks
I
he
I'm after him,
Went up to see "Doc" Hall and his
4:00 in the Little Theatre. All interdachshund. I somehow felt these picthree ministering angels the other day. arship rating of B plus or better will I'm sure he thinks that's true;
ested in these discussions are invited.
tures were not applicable as entrants in The atmosphere around
given
be
consideration
final
for
the
poor
The
doesn't
realize
sap
"sick call"
prizes.
a "Wallet Girl" contest, so I just re- nowadays is really pleasantly humorThat I go to school here too.
The applications must be filed before
placed them in my wallet for future ous. Struck me how three cute little
consideration. Continuing my search nurses toss the big boys around as March I, 1944, with the Secretary of His physique is pretty awful,
1 Delicious Home Cooked
Ilis face is red and tropic,
thru my worn but efficient wallet, I though they were two-year-olds. The the State Elks Association in the state
And
the
by
gleam
in
pink-rimmed
eyes
in
Meals and Lunches
which
applicant
the
is resident.
came across a few other items. (I won- three ladies, in order of their appearI know that he's myopic.
der which pose of Ingrid Bergman's ance, are Miss Blanche Castonguay, Further information about applying
at the
Miss Marguerite Guite, and Miss for the scholarships may be obtained He has nothing much to offer,
I ought to submit?)
SPRUCE'S
Frances Moreau, all pleasant and ex- at the Campus office.
* * * * *
He's just a lot of breeze;
Right on Campus
That boorish, self-conceited boob,
At the inception of "For Whom the tremely efficient.
The marriage of Miss Evelyn Wil- Tell him that, please, please, please,
Miss Guite seems to have a wonderGong Bongs," Lucifer had all intenplease!
tions of facetiously deriding whatever ful knack for bawling the boys out, son of Hartford, Conn., to Ensign
he could, purely for the sake of amuse- which all seems to pelase Doctor Hall Kenneth J. Kay took place January 1st
ment and personal satisfaction. And no end. (To be frank, I was asked of the New Year. Ensign Kay, a mem- I know he thinks I'm desperate,
too, I felt that perhaps I could strike by him to make special note of Miss ber of the class of '43, is awaiting or- Lonely weeks are pretty grim,
But, by gosh, they are a pleasure
a similar chord with those who would Guite's ability to make the big lads ders at Harriman, N. Y.
Next to a date with him!
like to see a few of their innermost cower and cringe.) Incidentally, I've
A/C Bob Perry of the Navy Air
thoughts in print. But, now I hope my yet to see Doc Hall caught short withCorps
writes that he has begun to I sure would like to meet some guy,
readers will allow me one or two ex- out a gag or quip. I've seen many a
study
flying
under the CAA War And be his campus gal;
cursions into waxing rapturously over soldier stop short and stare quizzically
But, darn it, I'm particular
something that occurred Monday night. as Doc Hall coyly accuses him of fan- Training Service School System at About my campus pal.
Amherst
College.
Lt.
Richard
M.
That was the night I entered the tastic crimes or illness. Once you get Packard is
at Fort Sill, Okla.
Little Theatre, unsuspecting of the to know sick call, it becomes a battle
pleasure that was to come. I took my of who will get the first gag in.
A War Benefit Festival will be held
* * * * *
usual seat (third row center), and
Friday night, Feb. 4, at 8:00 p.m. in
The Unshackled
watched the curtain open on a lovely
the Alumni Gym. Proceeds of an eveyoung lady and one of the finest young I write of lofty dreams and hopes,
BANGOR * * * MAINE
ning of contract and auction bridge
Of
chains,
and
coils,
and ropes,
actors I have seen at the Masque, or
True llama Hobpitatity
and
other
games
will
go
to
the
EmerRooms from $1.75 day
anywhere for that matter. The young Of freedom's rare eternal glow,
gency
War
Relief
Fund.
Convenient to everything
lady was Pat Hutto and the young Of enslaved men's sorrow....
H. W. Chapman, Pron.
man was Fred Wentworth. And when I dream of worlds anew,
Buy War Stamps and Bonds
Gwendolyn Cushing, talented Masque No more the criminal crew...
veteran, entered on the scene, although That like dark and sombre legions
the stage contained only three people, Make unhappy lands their regions.
it was as full of vitality and as spirited as though there were ten or twen- I dream of worlds anew,
_
ty people celebrating the end of butter Of free men's mighty hue....
:Mt
I
see
aggression's
victims rise
rationing. The three young thespians
.1.
put on two skits that were fresh and With faith rekindled in their eyes.
thoroughly enjoyable in laughs and These are new lands that I see...
,
originality.
;11.
Where men may live amidst the free.
,041,No
Nor can we neglect to mention the Where land and soil is man's alone
cir
.
singing of George I.atham's pretty Where feeble conquerors are gone.
young wife, Alice, who besides having I write of lofty hopes
.:.;
k•tx
and dreams,
a lovely voice, knows her business I know what is and
not what seems.
when it comes to putting over a song. But, this I see
and this I know...
The Masque has surely profited by Ne'er shall be lost freedom's glow!
its acquisition of AST student, Fred
* * * * *
Wentworth. His ability and versatility
HAVE
I get a great kick out of sitting at
as singer, director, comedian, and the counter in
the bookstore, watching
Mtn Wi:11 BM Thirsts...
above all as actor, is worthy of all the GI's in need of
haircuts walk out
ARRIVED
!
the praise I could possibly muster up. toward the rear
of the store and
Fred has assurance, voice, and an un- emerge twenty
minutes later shorn. It
canny knack of making even the most is, by the way, quite
To buy now ...to wear
a change from the
insipid line seem real and forceful. In GI barber who took
on the average
now and to count on all
other words, the guy is terrific! Miss of three minutes per
haircut. I shall
Hutto, a newcomer, carried off the never forget the
Ilirough the spring and
bewildered expresthird part in the skits with very fine sions on the faces
of the unfortunates
-ummer.
Slick -fitting
technique, indeed. Her attractiveness as they left the barber
chair, perhaps
*No matter how big...
on stage and her voice, slightly rem- a little groggily, and
\l Ring dresses, so sunshine
exited into the
don't let thirst slow you
iniscent of Jean Arthur, made it a dis- bright sunlight. This
was particularly
down. "Fresh up" with a
fresh and tubbable. In
tinct pleasure to watch as Pat strutted evident in our basic
training. Youths,
chilled
bottle of 7-Up on
about the stage. I think we can pre- who as civilians were
r
he popular fabrics.. seerused to a leisuredict a bright future for Pat. Lucifer ly half hour spent in a
job.
the
Thirst stops.
barber chair
doffs his hat (as soon as I can get it with a good magazine,
sucker, chambray, linens,
Work goes!
had now just
disentangled from these d--- horns) to about settled themselves,
opened the
2.inghams and many others
Gwenn, Pat, and Fred for one of the magazine, and picked
the story to read,
most professional evenings seen at the when suddenly the room
began to
Masque!
spin ... scissors clipped, combs flew
THIRD FLOOR
• * • * •
through the air, and hair flew madly
At the risk of antagonizing Lt. Pay- about, giving the entire shop the apson, I must reopen the case of "Strange pearance of being engulfed in a minor
Woman." This novel was condemned cyclone. Then as suddenly as it began,
in "For Whom the Gong Bongs" last it ceased ... The chair was thrust forTHE COTTON SHOP
with...
week as certainly the longest, if not ward and the poor recruit was catathe worst dime novel of 1943. And here pulted to the floor, where he struggled
I must clarify that statement. Although in his pockets to find the money to pay
"Strange Woman" is leading strong the paltry fee. Then, as the sudden
for the 1943 honors, in the longer realization of what had happened to
stretch it is not the lengthiest dime him dawned, he gingerly felt for his
novel on record ..."Gone With the ears as he left the buzzing shop.
Wind" is.
Shades of Delilah! I need a hairExcuse me while I duck, kids.
cut....

For Whom The Gong Bongs

111.1•
1,

•

•
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